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total covering of the cutting
area.
The double mitre saw for
combined cuts TDC 622 Edgemaster is characterised by high
cutting capacity and great flexibility which enables to switch

flexibility, a friendly use and an
intuitive graphical interface. External CAD LINK available.
This results in a great reduction
of programming times.
In several versions, real and
practical, to meet all the cutting
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has been designed and developed in Frascarolo, Pavia IT,
for more than 40 years.
The 5-axis machining centre
MC 304 Ariel-5 MDT and the
double mitre saws fully express
this production vision. The machining centre is characterised
by extremely high machining
capacity and utmost versatility.
The tool magazine with 12 positions is located on the carriage
of the machine; the tool change
can be realized in any position
of the working area, with significant time reduction
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by
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